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“Opportunities are ripe for operators to explore healthier
formulations, with significant unmet demand for such

products. In this context, superfood ingredients –including
ancient grains, coconut oil and vegetables – can play an

important role, tapping the current focus on ‘positive
nutrition’.

– Emma Clifford, Senior Food Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Scope to build on morning consumption through breakfast products
• Cakes boasting superfoods can capitalise on interest in ‘positive nutrition’
• Encouraging at-home personalisation can boost gifting

Despite their inherently high sugar content, cakes have escaped being a casualty of the ongoing war on
sugar. Growth reached its highest rate in 2015 since at least 2011 at 2.5%, seeing the value of the
cake market reach £1,221 million. This is thanks to the widespread view that unhealthy treats are an
acceptable part of a balanced diet, with moderation the key aspiration.

The value of the market is forecast to increase by 8% over 2015-20 to reach £1,313 million.
Premiumisation, bolstered by the rise in real incomes, will be a key driver behind this value growth.
Added value opportunities also come from healthier formulations, for example through the
incorporation of superfoods, and from more exciting and unusual flavour NPD.
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Premier leads spend, supporting its Mr Kipling and Cadbury Cakes brands
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Mondelēz focuses on the Barny brand
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Nielsen Media Research coverage
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Mr Kipling boasts the most traditional and family-oriented image
Figure 21: Brand personality – micro image, December 2015

Launch Activity and Innovation
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Thorntons stands out on indulgence and specialness
Figure 22: User profile of Thorntons Cakes, December 2015
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Figure 26: User profile of Soreen, December 2015
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Figure 27: User profile of The Fabulous Bakers, December 2015

Cakes continue to enjoy high penetration

Under-35s and families are the core users of most cakes

Snacking fuels usage of cakes

Scope to build on morning consumption

Fresh cakes are most appealing as gifts

Strong demand for alternatives to refined sugar

Interest in ‘positive nutrition’ extends to cakes

More exciting flavours needed to attract young consumers

A lack of cakes sold in single portions

Versatility with serving temperature would be well-received

Cakes continue to enjoy high penetration
Figure 28: Frequency of eating cakes/cake bars, by type, December 2015

ISB cakes are most commonly eaten

Cake bars and slices win in terms of frequency of usage

Under-35s and families are the core users of most cakes
Figure 29: Overall usage of cakes/cake bars in the last month, by type, by age group, December 2015

Figure 30: Usage of cakes/cake bars at least once a week, by type, by presence of children in household, December 2015

Snacking fuels usage of cakes…

…With mid-afternoon the most popular time
Figure 31: Usage occasions for packaged cakes/cake bars, December 2015

Figure 32: Usage occasions, by age group, December 2015

45% of women eat cake as a dessert

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Usage of Cakes and Cake Bars

Usage Occasions
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Scope to build on morning consumption

Fresh cakes are most appealing as gifts
Figure 33: Factors deemed important when buying a packaged cakes as a gift, December 2015

Packaging can play an important role in aesthetics

Premium ingredients are key

Artisanal factors can create standout for gifting

Strong demand for alternatives to refined sugar

Natural sweeteners not a Limited option in cakes
Figure 34: Interest in innovation in cakes, December 2015

Interest in ‘positive nutrition’ extends to cakes

Ancient grains have big potential in cakes

Raw ingredients can bolster health perceptions

More exciting flavours needed to attract young consumers

Sweet and savoury flavours are highly popular

Extreme flavours would also be a draw
Figure 35: Interest in flavour innovation in cakes, December 2015

Cocktail and botanical flavours can build sophistication

Cakes can play on mood-enhancement linked to herbal teas

Smaller formats push up usage frequency

A lack of cakes sold in single portions
Figure 36: Attitudes towards cakes, December 2015

Versatility with serving temperature would be well-received

The time is right to bring hybrid cakes to the retail sector
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